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The month in view
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Remember to ‘Like’ the Askari Facebook page to receive daily sightings and project updates  
to your news feed http://www.facebook.com/Askari.Wilderness.Conservation.Programme

After our shut-down period we welcomed our new group “Always more”. 
Volunteers were from France, Portugal, The Netherlands and New Zealand. 

ASKARI WILDERNESS

CONSERVATION PROGRAMME

Coming up………….
• Reserve projects
• Sightings & Conservation
• Boat cruise

Special sightings Within just their first
week, this group had
seen some amazing
things including some or
our more rare and elusive
species. This caracal was
a real beauty and the
sighting was even long
enough for this stunning
photo capture by Laurent.
Also seen that week was
a civet, another of our
nocturnal species.
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Enjoy wildlife video action on the Askari YouTube channel. To join us in the sightings 
simply follow https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCyeKDXct829Xn-1Dp80Aklw

On our way south early one morning we spent a beautiful half hour with male 
cheetah ‘Khinga’. 

We also had sightings of the Askari pride females and cubs in the first week.
A surprise in the road one morning was a herd of around 40 buffalo who
move throughout the open system but spend most of their time in the
south. That was also a fantastic sighting and a rare occasion to see them in
our neck of the woods.

Reserve work, Conservation & Sightings
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Enjoy wildlife video action on the Askari YouTube channel. To join us in the sightings 
simply follow https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCyeKDXct829Xn-1Dp80Aklw

Even though a new team starts with training week, we still continue with all our 
normal projects and responsibilities. We got straight into the killing of alien plant 
Prickly pears with “Always more”…winter is a good time of year for that as the 
bright green cacti show up easily against the brown bush. 

An introduction to our bird life is also incorporated into the first week of a
new group. Just from our first drive, and even in the garden, we saw some
really great species. Beautiful captures here by @laurentravenne of a
Malachite kingfisher and an African barred owlet.

Reserve work, Conservation & Sightings
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Enjoy wildlife video action on the Askari YouTube channel. To join us in the sightings 
simply follow https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCyeKDXct829Xn-1Dp80Aklw

Each month we head to the Olifants River to cruise and catch some wildlife 
sightings. Birds are certainly one of the highlights of the trip with a few species 
occurring there that we aren’t able to see on Pidwa. There is also the potential for 
any other wildlife and now, in the drier months, many mammals also come down 
to the water’s edge and are visible from the boat. Thank you Laurent for the great 
photos.

Olifants River boat cruise


